Press Release
Contract for the Transit Center Design-Construction project in Thriasio
Plain

Athens, Greece - 7 January 2019 - MYTILINEOS S.A. (RIC: MYTr.AT,
Bloomberg: MYTIL.GA) announces the signing of a contract for the construction of
the Freight Center in Thriasio Plain, Western Attica, Greece, for an initial contract
amount of €109mn.
The contract was signed with the consortium ETVA VIPE (Industrial Areas) and
Goldair (THEK S.A), who are the Project's Concession Holders for the 60-year
duration of the concession contract.
The Thriasio Transit Project relates to the Design and Construction of the first
Logistics Park in Greece, including the development of warehouses and supporting
buildings covering a total surface of 235,000m2 within a land plot of 588,000m 2,
owned by GAIAOSE.
In addition to the construction of building facilities, a road and a railway network
will be constructed within the park aimed at supplying the warehouses. This
combination of transport will be the first in the Greek logistics market.
The first phase of the construction project will begin once the concession contract
has become en force, scheduled within the following quarter, and has duration of
24 months.
For more details, please contact:
Ms. Antigoni Fakou: MYTILINEOS Press Office Tel. +30 210-6877346 | Fax +30 2106877400 | E-mail Antigoni.Fakou@mytilineos.gr
About MYTILINEOS:
MYTILINEOS S.A. is a leading Greek industrial company active in Metallurgy, Power & Gas
and EPC & Infrastructure Projects. Established in Greece in 1990, the Company is listed
on the Athens Exchange, has a consolidated turnover in excess of €1.5 billion and employs
directly and indirectly more than 2,900 people in Greece and abroad.
For more information please visit: www.mytilineos.gr | Facebook | Twitter | YouTube |
LinkedIn
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